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By Brian Melican

Signal Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Germany: Beyond the Enchanted
Forest: A Literary Anthology, Brian Melican, 'German military figures had a certain terrifying
glamour,' wrote Patrick Leigh Fermor, recalling views about Germany during the First World War.
When, he asked, had the bristling general replaced the 'philosophers and composers and bandsmen
and peasants and students drinking and singing in harmony?' The enchanted forest, symbol of
Romantic idealism and traditional folktales, had given way to other images of Germany and
Germans. By following Leigh Fermor, and over eighty other British and North American literary
visitors to Germany, this original anthology shows how different generations of English-speakers
have depicted this country. Starting in the sixteenth century with some of the earliest travel
accounts in English, Brian Melican presents a wide range of writing about, or set in, Germany.
Letters from Johnsonians such as Boswell and Garrick and the Romantic poets Coleridge and
Wordsworth; the journals of Herman Melville and Henry James; ante bellum fiction by authors such
as D. H. Lawrence and Ford Madox Ford: all of this and more reveals an oft-forgotten richness in
encounters with Germany before the horrors of the twentieth century. Work by Christopher
Isherwood,...
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Complete guide! Its such a great study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . Her m a nn Ma r vin PhD-- Dr . Her m a nn Ma r vin PhD

A whole new e book with a brand new point of view. I could possibly comprehended every thing using this written e book. Its been written in an extremely
simple way which is only soon after i finished reading through this ebook by which actually modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Ma r cia  McDer m ott-- Ma r cia  McDer m ott
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